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Armed with an Ipad as your Passport and Guide, it's down to you and your globetrotting team 
mates to visit a number of ‘hot spots’ around the zoo in order to complete a range of local, 
national and international challenges to earn points.

Will you spot the King of the jungle in the African plains, locate the glimmering lost City of 
Eldorado. Or will you get stuck in The Outback trying to find Skippy? Only time will tell...

We’ll include a huge variety of great clues, questions and trivia that will test the teams, get 
them working together and having fun. Photo and video challenges will be shown during the 
results session to bring the event to a memorable finale.

So, get your ruck sack packed, grab your team mates and get ready to start your global 
journey 'Around the World' - all without ever needing to leave Paradise Wildlife Park!

AROUND THE WORLD GPS TREASURE HUNT
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There has been a disturbance at Paradise Wildlife Park.

Guests of this highly unique experience are divided into investigative 
teams ready to solve the crime. The pelt of a tiger has been found at 
the crime scene and it is your job to solve it. Fully equipped with CSI kit 
and forensic case containing everything you are going to need, let the 
investigation commence. 

During the activity you need to prove who and why, using all or some of 
the following:-
• Taking and removing fingerprints from a variety of surfaces
• DNA
• Forensic dentistry
• Hair & fibre analysis
• Constructing photo fits (using FBI Software)
• Blood spatter pattern analysis
• Ballistic examination (Bullets)

Communication, problem solving and attention to detail are vital, and of 
course the winning team takes all!
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Clues at the Zoo is an experience unlike any other.

It is your team’s task to put your brains together to reach the conclusion.

Each team is issued with their own safari kit, that will help throughout the 
activity. With a whole host of challenges, you must work together efficiently as a 
team. Sharp eyes and sharp minds are vital in this experience to not only be able 
to obtain the information but also to be able to make sense of it.

This exciting experience ensures you and all of your guests get to fully explore 
Paradise Wildlife Park, whilst improving communication, developing team 
cohesion, capitalising on team competitiveness and having fun in a completely 
unusual environment.
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Paradise Wildlife Park makes the perfect setting to create unusual and inspiring team 
videos. 

Starting with being split into teams, you are allocated a film “producer” who is armed 
with a state of the art iPad2 film edit suite, meaning you don’t need prior “tech” 
knowledge. You will then create an exciting script depending on the theme and 
objectives of the day. Each team will produce, film and edit a short movie to that 
theme.

Props and costumes, along with creativity and flair help to make a sensational 
production.

Choose from:
• A wildlife documentary
• Advert for the company
• Company values/mission statement
• Themed comic take on office life…Or anything else you can think of!

The event ends with a final “Showcase Screening” where participants watch each 
other’s videos and a winner will be chosen.

IPAD MOVIE MAKING EXPERIENCE
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